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SMART DEVICE-TO-SMART DEVICE

Resource Control in Network Assisted
Device-to-Device Communications:
Solutions and Challenges
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ABSTRACT
Network assisted Device-to-Device (D2D)
communications is envisioned as a promising
technology to facilitate the discovery of geographically close cellular devices and reduce the
communication cost between these devices. In
order to fully take advantages of the freedom in
resource management introduced by D2D communications, it is essential to design optimal
resource control policies. In this article, we first
review and classify the state-of-the-art research
based on different considered network scenarios.
We then introduce our preliminary studies on
delay-aware resource control with bursty traffic,
in which we propose an optimization framework
and formulate a general queuing model for performance evaluation and optimization. Finally,
the challenges and open issues are highlighted to
serve as guidelines for future research.
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Device-to-device (D2D) communications are
commonly referred to as a type of technology
that enable devices to communicate directly with
each other without an infrastructure, for example, access points or base stations. Bluetooth and
WiFi-Direct are the two most popular D2D techniques, both working in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz
industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) bands.
Cellular networks, on the other hand, do not support direct over-the-air communications between
user devices. However, with the emergence of
context-aware applications and the accelerating
growth of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) applications [1], D2D communications plays a more
important role since it facilitates the discovery of
geographically close devices and reduces the
communication cost between these devices. To
seize the emerging market that requires D2D
communications, the mobile operators and vendors are exploring the possibilities of introducing
D2D communications in cellular networks [2].
Such network assisted D2D communications
work in the licensed band of cellular networks
with more controllable interference. Moreover,
the network infrastructure can assist the user
equipments (UEs) in various key functions of
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D2D communications, such as new peer discovery, physical layer procedures, and radio resource
control, which make it different from traditional
D2D technologies, such as WiFi direct.
Resource control in network assisted D2D
communications mainly includes three actions:
mode selection, power control, and resource allocation. Compared with the resource control
problem in traditional cellular networks, more
degrees of freedom are introduced by the D2D
communications. First, a pair of D2D users can
either communicate directly over-the-air, or communicate via the base station (BS). Moreover,
the direct over-the-air link or D2D link may
reuse radio resources with other cellular or D2D
links. Finally, as signaling can be exchanged
directly between a pair of D2D users due to their
proximity, some of the resource control actions
can be performed distributively and offloaded to
the D2D users from the BS. The above flexibility
provides both opportunities and challenges in
designing optimal resource control policies.
Related work in existing literature usually
assumes that the D2D and cellular users are saturated with infinite backlogs and focuses only on
optimizing the PHY layer performance metrics
such as sum throughput and power consumption
[3–8]. However, the data arrival process at the
users is dynamic, and performance metrics such
as delay and dropping probability are also important, especially for real-time services. Therefore,
both the channel state information (CSI) and the
queue state information (QSI) should be taken
into account in resource control policies.
Although the problem of cross-layer performance
evaluation and resource optimization in conventional cellular networks and wireless multihop
networks has been addressed in the literature [9,
10], these research issues in network assisted
D2D communications are still open.
The objective of this article is to provide a systematic exploration of the existing research and
trigger various potentially significant research in
this topic. We first identify the fundamental
design principles for the three resource control
actions and classify the existing work with infinite
backlog assumptions. As an initial attempt to
deal with the resource control problem with
bursty traffic, we then develop a formal network
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model, where three routing modes are defined.
The routing modes are different from the transmission modes in D2D communications (i.e.
D2D mode and cellular mode) in that it explicitly
characterizes the semi-static and dynamic mode
selection actions. We propose an integrated optimization framework for the three resource control actions, where a queuing model is formulated
to evaluate the performance of different routing
modes under a given power and resource allocation policy, so that the optimal mode can be
determined based on the evaluation result. Finally, we outline our preliminary solutions and highlight the open issues in performance evaluation
and optimization of delay-aware resource control
policies under our framework.
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Figure 1. Wireless cellular networks with D2D communications capability.
Consider a cellular wireless network with D2D
communications capability, where there are D
D2D UE pairs, C u cellular UEs (CUEs) with
uplink communications and Cd CUEs with downlink communications in a single cell. A D2D UE
pair consists of a source D2D UE (src. DUE)
and a destination D2D UE (dest. DUE) within
direct over-the-air communications range with
each other, which is formed through the various
neighbor/peer/service discovery mechanisms proposed in literature. Figure 1 illustrates a simple
example with D = C u = C d = 1, that is, there
are one pair of DUEs (src. DUE 1 and dest.
DUE 2), one uplink CUE (CUE 3), and one
downlink CUE (CUE 4). Time is slotted and
each time slot has an equal length.
A D2D pair can either work in the D2D mode
through direct communications, or in the cellular
mode where the BS relays the data from the src.
DUE to the dest. DUE as in traditional cellular
networks. Compared with the cellular mode, the
D2D mode can achieve the “hop gain” as only a
single hop is needed instead of two hops in the
cellular mode. However, if the distance between
either the source or destination DUE and the BS
is shorter than that between the DUE pair, the
D2D mode may have negative “proximity gain,”
which can result in the D2D mode performing
worse than the cellular mode in spite of the “hop
gain.” Therefore, mode selection is needed for a
D2D pair, which can be performed either semistatically at the time-scale of connection establishment/ release, or dynamically per time slot.
Dynamic mode selection can capture and utilize
the fast fading effects of wireless channels opportunistically, while semi-static mode selection has
the advantage of saving computation and communication overhead. When a D2D pair works in
the D2D mode, a D2D link exists from the transmitter of the src. DUE to the receiver of the
dest. DUE. In each time slot, a resource unit
(e.g. a time slot in TDMA system), a subchannel
(a group of successive subcarriers) in an OFDMA
system, etc.) can be assigned to one or more
D2D links and at most one cellular link in order
to achieve the “reuse gain.” Since interference
exists between the set of links with frequency
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reuse, whether the “reuse gain” can be achieved
depends on the trade-off between the improvement in resource utilization and the degradation
in spectral efficiency due to interference. Therefore, resource allocation is needed at each time
slot to determine the sets of links for transmissions using uplink and downlink resources,
respectively. Moreover, power control is needed
to determine the transmit power of each link
with frequency reuse. The amount of “reuse
gain” should also be taken into account in the
mode selection phase.
There are several works focused on D2D
communications, which have studied the above
three resource control actions, that is, mode
selection, power control, and resource allocation
with the infinite backlog traffic model based on
different assumptions of network scenario, as
summarized in Table 1.

RESOURCE CONTROL ACTIONS
The three resource control actions in D2D communications are either separately studied [3, 4] or
jointly optimized [5–8]. For example, [5, 6] focused
on power control with mode selection over the target Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR),
while [7, 8] presented the joint scheme combining
mode selection with power control and resource
allocation, which proved to be more effective in
realizing the optimal system performance.

INTERFERENCE SCENARIOS
Addressing the interferences between BS, CUEs,
and DUEs caused by resource sharing plays a
key role in performance optimization. Most of
the related works focus on intra-cell interference
due to the complexity involved in handling interference between multiple cells and also between
the cellular and the D2D layers [5]. In addition,
the interference scenario that was considered
mostly assumes that each cellular link can be
allocated the same resources with at most one
D2D link in each time slot [4, 5, 8], while in
[6, 7], a more general scenario involving
resource sharing among CUEs and multiple
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Notes:
M: mode selection P: power control R: resource allocation
PL: path loss SF: shadowing FF: fast fading
D,D: interference between D2D pairs
C,s-D: interference between a D2D pair and a cellular UE
C,m-D: interference between multiple D2D pairs and a cellular UE
O: optimization objective C: constraint

Table 1. Comparison of existing work in literature.

D2D pairs is given. In [3] scheduling protocols
based on the interference solely between D2D
pairs are studied. In addition, with non-orthogonal sharing, the aggressors and victims of the
interference are different when sharing the cellular users’ uplink and downlink resources. D2D
transmitter causes interference to the cellular
UE receiver when reusing the downlink
resources and to the immobile BS when reusing
the uplink resources. Although it is conceptually
feasible for the D2D links to use either the
uplink or downlink radio resources, it is much
easier to use the uplink resources from the protocol design perspective [2].

PERFORMANCE METRICS
D2D communications underlaying a cellular
infrastructure has been proposed to increase
throughput, spectrum efficiency, and resource
utilization. Generally, throughput is one of the
most common performance metrics with constraints such as maximum power, SINR, and
fairness [3, 4, 7, 8]. Besides, [5, 6] jointly obtain
the optimal transmission power and the mode
maximizing the power-efficiency with respect to
the system capacity. The packet-level performance such as the average delay or dropping
probability cannot be addressed under the infinite backlog assumption.

DELAY-AWARE RESOURCE CONTROL
WITH BURSTY TRAFFIC:
MODEL FORMULATION AND
OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
NETWORK MODEL
Delay-aware resource control with bursty traffic
has received little attention in network assisted
D2D communications due to its design complex-
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ity compared with the peer problem with infinite
backlog traffic [11]. In this section we develop a
general network model for this problem. Based
on the above discussion on network scenario, we
make the following assumptions. First, we consider an OFDM system. The whole uplink or
downlink spectrum is divided into multiple
equal-sized subchannels. A subchannel in the
uplink (resp. downlink) spectrum shall be
referred to as uplink (resp. downlink) subchannel in the rest of the article. Moreover, we only
consider intra-cell interference and assume that
the D2D links only use the uplink resources.
Nodes, Links, and Connections — Consider
a general network model with a set N of nodes
and a set L of transmission links, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. Define N: = {0, 1, …, N}, where node 0
represents the base station (BS) and nodes 1, …, N
represent the UEs. Let ND be the set of DUEs
of the D D2D pairs, where nodes 2c – 1 and 2c
denote the src. and dest. DUEs of pair c (c Œ {1,
…, D}), respectively. Let N Cu and N Cd be the
set of Cu uplink CUEs and Cd downlink CUEs,
respectively. For example, in Fig. 1, we have
ND = {1, 2}, NCu = {3}, and NCd = {4}.
Each transmission link represents a communication channel for direct transmission from a
given node i to another node j, and is labeled by
(i, j) (where i, j Œ N). Note that link (i, j) is distinct from link (j, i). The link set L is composed
of three non-overlapping subsets, where L D is
the set of D2D links, L Cu is the set of cellular
uplinks, and LCd is the set of cellular downlinks.
The three types of links are represented by solid
lines, dashed lines, and dotted lines in Fig. 2,
respectively. For example, in Fig. 1 we have
L D = {(1, 2)}, L Cu = {(3, 0), (1, 0)}, and
LCd ={(0, 4),(0, 2)}.
All data that enters the network are associated with a particular connection c Œ C, which
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Figure 2. General network model.

defines the source and destination of the data.
Let CD represent the set of D D2D connections,
C Cu represent the set of C u cellular uplink connections, and CCd represent the set of Cd cellular
downlink connections, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
For example, in Fig. 1 there are C = 3 connections, with CD = {1}, CCu ={2}, and CCd ={3}.
Define the link constraint set for a connection as the set of all links that the connection
data is allowed to use. Obviously, the link constraint set for any cellular connections consists of
only one link, since there is only a single-hop
route between the CUE and the BS for these
connections. For example, in Fig. 1 the link constraint sets of connections 2 and 3 are {(3, 0)}
and {(0, 4)}, respectively. However, the link constraint set for any D2D connection depends on
which of the following Routing Modes (RMs) is
chosen, that is, whether the single hop route of
D2D link or the two-hop route of cellular links
or both can be used:
• D2D RM means the connection c data is
always transmitted via the D2D link, and
there is only one D2D link in the link constraint set.
• Cellular RM means the connection c data is
always transmitted via cellular links, and
there is one cellular uplink and one cellular
downlink in the link constraint set.
• Hybrid RM means the connection c data
can be transmitted either via the D2D or
cellular links, and the decision is made
dynamically at each time slot. There are
one D2D link, one cellular uplink, and one
cellular downlink in the link constraint set.
For example, in Fig. 1 the link constraint set
of connection 1 is {(1, 2)} in D2D RM, {(1, 0),
(0, 2)} in Cellular RM, and {(1, 2), (1, 0), (0, 2)}
in Hybrid RM.
When the RM and link constraint set are
determined for every D2D connection, the set of
eligible links in the network is a subset of all the
transmission links, which is equal to the union of
the link constraint sets for all the connections.
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This is because the corresponding D2D link
(resp. cellular links) does not exist for a D2D
connection in Cellular RM (resp. D2D RM). In
the rest of the article we will use L to denote the
set of eligible links instead of all the transmission links by default.
Queuing Dynamics — We assume that the
amount of new connection c data 1 that exogenously arrives at its source node during time slot
t is i.i.d. over time slots following general distribution. The data is transmitted hop by hop along
the route(s) of the connection to its destination
node. Each node i along the route(s) of connec(c)
tion c maintains a queue qi for storing its data
except for the destination node, since the data is
assumed to exit the network once it reaches the
destination, as shown in Fig. 2. We assume each
queue has a finite capacity. Note that the number of queues maintained at the BS for the D2D
connections depends on their selected RMs,
since no queue needs to be maintained for a
D2D connection in D2D RM. For example, in Fig. 1
(1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
there are four queues {q 1 , q 0 , q 3 , q 0 } if
Cellular or Hybrid RM is chosen for D2D connection 1. On the other hand, if D2D RM is
chosen for D2D connection 1, there are only
(1)
(2)
(3)
three queues {q1 , q3 , q0 }.
We define a Resource Reuse Group (RRG)
as the subset of links that can be scheduled for
transmission simultaneously on any subchannel
in a time slot. Therefore, an RRG for an uplink
subchannel may contain at most one cellular
uplink and one or more D2D links. On the other
hand, an RRG for a downlink subchannel can
contain one and only one cellular downlink. For
example, in Fig. 1 there are four RRGs in the
uplink, that is, {(1, 2)}, {(3, 0)}, {(1, 2), (3, 0)},
and {(1, 0)}. Moreover, there are two RRGs in
the downlink, that is, {(0, 2)}, {(0, 4)}. In each
time slot, a subchannel can be allocated to at
most one RRG for uplink or downlink transmissions. The subchannel allocation for an RRG at
time slot t can be represented by a vector of 0-1

1

The data can take units
of bits or packets. The latter is appropriate when all
the packets have fixed
length.
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Figure 3. The dependency relationships between the variables in the network model (an arrow means
that the variable in the source block depends on the variable in the destination block).

2

The instantaneous data
rate can take units of
bits/slot or packets/slot.
The latter is appropriate
when all the packets have
fixed length and the
achievable data rates are
constrained to integral
multiples of the packet
size.
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variables, where an element equals 1 if the corresponding subchannel is allocated to the considered RRG, and 0 otherwise. We assume that
an RRG is scheduled for transmission only when
all its links have non-empty queues.
(c)
A queue qi is scheduled in time slot t when
at least one link (i, j) within the link constraint
set of connection c is scheduled on any subchannel. Note that more than one link with source
node i exist within the link constraint set of connection c when node i is the src. DUE and the
D2D connection c is in Hybrid RM. For exam(1)
ple, in Fig. 1 q1 is scheduled if either D2D link
(1, 2) or cellular uplink (1, 0) is scheduled on
any subchannel when D2D connection 1 is in
Hybrid RM. Only when a queue is scheduled
and non-empty shall it move the data out of the
queue for transmission. The instantaneous data
rate or transmission capability 2 of a scheduled
(c)
queue qi during time slot t is equal to the sum
of the instantaneous data rate of all its scheduled links (i, j) on their allocated subchannels at
time slot t. The instantaneous data rate of a
scheduled link on its allocated subchannel
depends on which RRG is scheduled on this
subchannel, since different amounts of interference will arise when different RRGs containing
the considered link are scheduled. For example,
in Fig. 1 the instantaneous data rate of D2D
link (1, 2) is larger when the scheduled RRG is
{(1, 2)} instead of {(1, 2), (3, 0)}, since interference from link (3, 0) exists for link (1, 2) in the
latter case.

(c)

If the queue length of qi at the beginning of
time slot t is less than its transmission capability
during time slot t, padding bits shall be transmitted along with the data. Arriving data are placed
in the queue throughout the time slot t and
can only be transmitted during the next time slot
t + 1. If the queue length reached the buffer
capacity, the subsequent arriving data will be
dropped. The amount of data arrived at node i
for connection c during time slot t is equal to the
amount of new connection c data if node i is the
source node of connection c, or else it depends
on the data departure process of the corresponding uplink transmission. According to the above
assumption, the queuing process evolves recur(c)
sively where the queue length of q i at the
beginning of time slot t + 1 is determined by the
its queue length at the beginning of time slot t,
along with its transmission capability and the
amount of data arrival during time slot t [9].
Instantaneous Data Rate — From the above
discussion, we have to determine the instantaneous data rate of a link within a scheduled
RRG on the allocated subchannel in order to
derive the instantaneous data rate of a scheduled queue.
For any D2D link or cellular uplink (i, j), we
define its potential interfering link I i¢j as the
communication channel from the transmitter of
any link (i¢, j¢) that belongs to the same RRG
with link (i, j) to the receiver of node j. For
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example, in Fig. 1 we have I10 (resp. I32) as the
potential interfering link of link (3, 0) (resp. link
(1, 2)), since cellular uplink (3, 0) and D2D link
(1, 2) can reuse the same radio resources. An
interfering link is ‘potential’ since it only exists
when the corresponding RRG is scheduled for
transmission. Since there are two categories of
links, that is, transmission links and potential
interfering links, all links mentioned are referred
to the transmission links by default in the rest of
the article.
Assume that the instantaneous channel gain
comprising the path loss, shadowing, and fast
fading effects of the wireless channel from the
transmitter of node i Œ N to the receiver of
node j Œ N on any subchannel remains constant
within a time slot. Similar to the Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR) of a transmission link, we define
the virtual SNR of a potential interfering link Ii¢ j
on a subchannel as the ratio between the
received interference power at node j from the
transmitter of node i¢ and the noise power [9].
Obviously, the SNR value of a transmission link
or the virtual SNR value of a potential interfering link on any subchannel is dependent on the
transmission power from the transmitter of the
source node on the considered subchannel,
along with the instantaneous channel gain of the
transmission link or potential interfering link.
The SINR value of a link within a scheduled
RRG on the allocated subchannel may or may
not equal its SNR value, depending on whether
there are any other links within the same scheduled RRG and thus causing interference to each
other. Specifically, the SINR value of a link on
any subchannel is determined by its own SNR
value on the considered subchannel, and also the
virtual SNR values of the interfering links from
the transmitters of all the other links within the
scheduled RRG to the receiver of the considered link on that subchannel [11].
The corresponding instantaneous data rate of
a link within the scheduled RRG on the allocated subchannel is a function of its corresponding
SINR value. We assume that Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) is used, where the SINR
values are divided into multiple non-overlapping
consecutive regions. If the SINR value of a link
falls within a certain region, its corresponding
data rate is a fixed value according to the selected modulation and coding scheme in this state.
Figure 3 summarizes the dependency relationships between the variables in our network
model as introduced in this section, where an
arrow means that the variable in the source
block depends on the variable in the destination
block. It can be observed that the queue length
as an important indicator of network performance depends on the subchannel and power
allocation variables, and also the link constraint
set that is determined by the selected RM for
D2D connections. These variables are different
under different resource control functions.

OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
Based on the above network model, the resource
control actions, including mode selection,
resource allocation, and power control, can be
optimized. As an initial attempt to address this
problem, we introduce an optimization frame-
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Figure 4. Optimization framework.

work as illustrated in Fig. 4. When a D2D pair
wants to set up a connection between them, the
BS first evaluates its performance such as average
delay and dropping probability under D2D RM,
Cellular RM, and Hybrid RM, respectively,
assuming that the data arrival pattern of all the
connections are known. Although the Hybrid RM
generally achieves better performance than the
D2D RM and Cellular RM due to its ability to
exploit the channel variation opportunity, it
involves larger computation complexity and signaling overhead, since more than one route
exists for the D2D connection. Therefore, the
selected RM should consider the trade-off
between performance and complexity. Next, the
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Figure 5. Queuing model for the general network model.

D2D connection is set up with the proper link
constraint corresponding to the chosen RM.
After that, data transmission is performed slotby-slot until the connection is released. In each
time slot, the optimal delay-aware resource and
power allocation is performed for the D2D connection under the link constraint. Note that if
D2D RM or Cellular RM is chosen, the D2D
mode or Cellular mode is chosen semi-statically
for the D2D pair. Otherwise, if the Hybrid RM
is chosen, mode selection is performed dynamically and implicitly in each time slot by the
resource allocation function, since mode selection reduces to whether to choose the D2D link
or cellular uplink in each time slot.

QUEUING MODEL
In order to realize the optimal resource control
in the above framework, a queuing model (QM)
needs to be formulated for performance evaluation and optimization, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.
We use a solid and a white circle to illustrate a
server corresponding to a cellular link and a
D2D link, respectively.
As the set of connections can be divided
into five non-overlapping subsets, that is, cellular uplink connections, cellular downlink connections, D2D connections in D2D RM, in
Cellular RM, and in Hybrid RM, the queues
and servers in the QM can also be divided
accordingly. For any cellular uplink or downlink connection, or D2D connection in D2D
RM, since there is only one single-hop route,
its QM has a single queue with an exogenous
data arrival process, and a single server. For
any D2D connection in Cellular RM, since
there is one two-hop route, the system can be
formulated as a two-stage tandem queuing
model. Specifically, there is a queue at the src.
DUE having a stage-1 server corresponding to
cellular uplink and a queue at the BS having a
stage-2 server corresponding to cellular down-
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link. The new data arrives at the first queue,
and joins the second queue immediately after
it receives service from the stage-1 server, and
leaves the system upon completion of service
at the stage-2 server. For any D2D connection
in Hybrid RM, since the data can be either
transmitted via the one-hop route or two-hop
route, the system can be formulated as a twostage tandem queuing model as well. The only
difference from the tandem queuing model of
the Cellular RM is that there are two stage-1
servers for the first queue at the src. DUE,
corresponding to D2D link and cellular uplink,
respectively. The data in the first queue served
by the server corresponding to cellular uplink
will join the second queue immediately after it
receives service from the stage-1 server, and
leaves the system upon completion of service
at the stage-2 server. On the other hand, the
data in the first queue served by the server corresponding to D2D link will leave the system
directly upon completion.

DELAY-AWARE RESOURCE CONTROL
WITH BURSTY TRAFFIC: PRELIMINARY
SOLUTIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
SYSTEM STATE REPRESENTATION
Preliminary Solutions — The global system
state of the above QM at time slot t can be characterized by the aggregation of the CSI and QSI,
that is, S t = (H t , Q t ). Let S be the full system
state space. The QSI Q t is defined as a vector
consisting of the lengths of all the queues at the
beginning of time slot t. The CSI is defined as
H t: = {H ij,t|(i, j) Œ L}, where H ij,t denotes the
CSI of link (i, j) in time slot t. We refer to the
aggregate CSI for all the cellular uplinks and
D2D links as uplink CSI, and the aggregate CSI
for all the cellular downlinks as the downlink
CSI. We will discuss the definition of H ij,t for
uplink CSI and downlink CSI, respectively.
It is much easier to represent the downlink
CSI than the uplink CSI, since there is no interference between the cellular downlinks. Assume
that every scheduled link on a downlink subchannel always transmits at constant power.
Since every subchannel of a cellular downlink is
flat fading, the downlink CSI per link (i, j) can
be represented by a vector consisting of the local
channel states of the link on every subchannel,
where the local channel state on any subchannel
depends on which region the received SNR falls
in as defined by the AMC scheme.
Open Issues — The representation of the
uplink CSI for the general network model is an
open problem. Generally speaking, the definition of CSI should meet the following two
requirements
1 The resource controller can make decisions
based on the observation of the CSI and
QSI.
2 Given the current CSI and QSI along with
the control decision (e.g. the power and
subchannel allocation decision) at any time
slot t, the instantaneous data rate of every
queue in time slot t can be determined.
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When every scheduled link transmits at constant power, we can define H ij,t as a vector,
where each element represents the local channel
state of link (i, j) on a subchannel when an RRG
consisting of link (i, j) is scheduled. The local
channel state depends on which region the SINR
value of link (i, j) falls in, given the scheduled
RRG and the allocated subchannel. Since the
subchannel allocation decision can be made
based on the observation of CSI and QSI, and a
fixed transmission rate is determined by a local
channel state according to the AMC scheme,
both requirements 1 and 2 are satisfied. However, since the channel state space size for any link
depends on the number of RRGs that it belongs
to, this representation method is applicable only
when the number of RRGs containing link (i, j)
is small for every link.
When uplink power allocation is performed,
the above defined channel state and transmission rate no longer have a one-to-one mapping,
so that requirement 2 cannot be satisfied. Moreover, since a channel state corresponds to a
SINR region instead of an exact SINR, optimal
power allocation may not be possible due to the
information loss, so that requirement 1 may not
be satisfied. Therefore, the uplink CSI representation when power allocation is considered is of
interest.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION WITH A
GIVEN CONTROL POLICY
Preliminary Solutions
Control Policy — In our formulated QM for
the general network model, the RM for every
D2D pair is assumed to be determined and the
corresponding link constraint is set. Therefore,
resource control reduces to power and subchannel allocation. In each time slot, the resource
controller observes the system state S t and
chooses an action from the set of allowable
actions in the action space A. An action a is
composed of a power allocation action p and a
subchannel allocation action x. The power allocation action is a vector comprising of the allocated transmission power for all subchannels and
all links, and the subchannel allocation action is
a vector comprising the subchannel allocation
for all RRGs and all subchannels.
A control policy prescribes a procedure for
action selection in each state at all decision
epoches t. We consider stationary Markovian
control policies. A control policy can be either
deterministic or randomized. A deterministic control policy given by W MD is a mapping S → A
from the state space to the action space, which is
given by W MD(S) = a Œ A, ∀S Œ S. A randomized control policy given by W MR is a mapping
S → P(A) from the state space to the set of
probability distributions on the action space, which
is given by WMR (S) = {fS(a)|a Œ A}, ∀S Œ S.
A deterministic control policy may be regarded as a special case of a randomized control policy in which the probability distribution on the
set of actions is degenerate. Many existing channel-aware and/or queue-aware scheduling algorithms for wireless networks usually select the
user with the largest utility, which is a function
of the CSI and/or QSI. Examples are
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MaxWeight, Exponential (Exp) rule, and Log
rule scheduling algorithms. Since more than one
user with the largest utility may exist, one of
these eligible users can be randomly selected,
and this category of control policies becomes
randomized. We will discuss the performance
evaluation method of randomized control policy
in the following section, treating deterministic
control policy as a special case.
Steady-State Probability and Performance
Metrics Derivation — The system behavior of
the above QM can be represented by the discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) {S t} t=0,1,….
Given a system state St and an action a at time
slot t, the state transition probability of the
DTMC is given by Pr.{St+1|St,a}.
Given a deterministic control policy W MD ,
since the action at under every system state St is
determined, we can directly derive
Pr.{St+1|St},WMD(St)}. Given a randomized control
policy
W MR ,
we
can
derive
Pr.{St+1|St,W MR(St)} as the expectation of the
state transition probability given an action w.r.t.
the probability measure f S t(a) of every action
under the given policy.
Define the transition probability matrix P W
and the steady-state probability matrix pW. Each
element of the transition probability matrix PW
can be derived depending on whether the control policy is deterministic or randomized. Then
the stationary distribution of the ergodic process
{St}t=0,1,… can be uniquely determined from the
balance equations. Given p W , the end-to-end
performance measures such as the mean
throughput, the average delay, and the dropping
probability for all the connections can be
derived.
The computation of the steady-state distribution of {S t} t=0,1,… from the balance equations
faces the challenge of exponentially enlarged
state space, which makes it unacceptable for a
large number of connections. In order to solve
the above problem, the model decomposition
and iteration method can be used to simplify the
analysis [11].
Open Issues — The model decomposition and
iteration method can deal with the exponential
growth of system state space with the number of
connections. However, it cannot be applied to
tackle the exponential growth of CSI state space
with the number of subchannels when a frequency-selective fading channel is considered. This is
because a single queue is maintained for any
connection c Œ C} on any node i Œ N, instead of
one queue per subchannel. This means that the
submodel for each queue cannot be further
decomposed. Therefore, the aggregation of the
state space to reduce its size with respect to the
number of subchannels needs in-depth investigation.

CONTROL POLICY OPTIMIZATION
Preliminary Solutions — We have considered
a power and subchannel allocation control policy
to be fixed, and evaluated the system performance under every RM. The optimal RM is chosen based on the evaluation result. In order to
further optimize system performance, the power
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and subchannel allocation control policy should
also be optimized. In [9] three approaches to
deal with the delay-aware resource control problem in wireless networks is given: the equivalent
rate constraint (ERC) approach, the stochastic
Lynapnov stability drift (SLSD) approach, and
the Markov Decision Process (MDP) approach.
While the ERC approach allows potentially simple solutions, the resulting control policies are
only functions of the CSI, and such policies are
good only for the large delay regime where the
probability of empty queues is small. The SLSD
approach can be directly extended to the D2D
scenario. Specifically, for each link (i, j), define
its weight at each time slot as the maximum
value of 0 and its differential backlog. Given the
link weight, we can select a RRG with maximum
sum over all its links of the product of link
weight and link transmission rate. Compared
with the ERC approach, the derived policies in
SLSD approach is adaptive to both the CSI and
QSI and is throughput-optimal (in a stability
sense). However, stability is only a weak form of
delay performance, and derived policies may not
have good delay performance especially in the
small delay regime.
The MDP approach is a more systematic
approach in dealing with delay-optimal resource
control in a general delay regime. The optimization of resource and power allocation policy
under a RM can be solved by formulating a
dynamic optimization problem using the MDP
model. To apply the MDP model, we need to
define four elements: state space S, action space
A, state transition probability Pr.S( t+1)|S t, a},
and reward function g(S, a). The former three
elements have been defined above. Assuming
that a reward function is given and only deterministic control policy is considered, we can
define the infinite horizon average reward optimization problem as min W E p (W ) [g(S, W (S))]
under any unichain policy, where Ep(W)[x] denote
the expectation operation taken w.r.t. the unique
steady-state distribution induced by the given
policy W . The optimization problem can be
solved by the Bellman Equation [9, 10]. However, the brute force value iteration method for the
solution of the Bellman Equation is too complicated to compute due to the curse of dimensionality, that is, the exponential growth of the
cardinality of the system state space and the
large dimension of the control action space
involved. Moreover, for the centralized solution,
BS requires the global knowledge of CSI and
QSI from all UEs in order to derive the optimal
control action. However, these CSI and QSI
observations are often measured locally at each
UE, and huge signaling overhead is required to
deliver all these local CSI and QSI to the BS.
Therefore, a distributed implementation of the
control policy with proper help from the BS is
preferable.
Since the above-mentioned problems are general for delay-aware resource control in wireless
networks, solutions have been proposed [9, 10].
First, a linear structure is employed that approximates the global value function of the Bellman
equation by the sum of per-node value functions.
Then a distributive online stochastic learning
algorithm using stochastic approximation is

applied, where the control actions are computed
locally by a few simple computations based on
the local CSI and QSI measurements and the
per-node value functions. Under some mild conditions, it is almost certain that the proposed
solution will converge to the optimal solution.
Open Issues
Existing literature has used the distributed
online stochastic learning algorithm to solve the
delay-aware resource control problems in uplink
OFDMA [9] and multi-user multi-relay scenarious [10]. However, our considered D2D scenario
is more complex than the scenarios in the above
two studies, since we consider intra-cell interference, multi-hop structure, and the OFDMA system simultaneously. Apart from the scenario
differences, the above studies have made several
assumptions that simplify the modeling and solution of the optimization problems. For example,
in [10] it is assumed that the time slot duration
is substantially smaller than the average packet
interarrival time as well as the average packet
service time. Therefore, the queue dynamic of
each link becomes a controlled birth-death process, which simplifies the state transition probability computation of the queuing system. In [10]
although two-hop transmission is also involved
as in our MDP model, the control policy of the
first phase of transmission is optimized independently of the second phase, while control policy
for the second phase is optimized given the
departure process of the first phase. This sequential optimization method is much simpler compared to the joint optimization of the two phases.
However, it may not be globally optimal in the
general case without the assumption of negligible blocking probability. For example, when the
queue length of the second hop of a connection
is large, it is better to restrain its transmission in
the first hop even if its channel condition is
good. Due to the above scenario and assumption
differences, the problem of solving our MDP
model for D2D communications is non-trivial
and still open.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this article we have surveyed the existing
resource control schemes for network assisted
D2D communications, where the resource control actions, interference scenarios, and performance metrics studied in existing literature are
summarized. Since most of the existing work
focuses on the infinite backlog traffic model due
to its simplicity, we have made an initial attempt
at establishing an optimization framework for
the delay-aware resource control policies with
more realistic bursty traffic. The queuing model
for performance evaluation and optimization are
formulated within the framework. Furthermore,
we outline our preliminary solutions and highlight the open issues.
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